Future-proof
insurance-centric
payment
infrastructure
Nagarro is an Imburse premium partner, delivering
innovative payment infrastructure to insurance companies.
To find out more about how you can take your payments
transformation to the next level, connect with our expert at:
joos.cadonau@nagarro.com
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Delivering single integration
to cover all financial transaction
needs of insurers
Your medium & long-term results are heavily impacted by how well
you manage the financial complexity around policies (recurring
collections, claims payouts, chargebacks, and refunds). We enable
you to solve these challenges through one integration for a wide
range of customers, regions, and business units.
1 integration = 1 ecosystem
Integrating with Imburse means
making the whole payments
ecosystem available to any person in
your organization within a few clicks.

Powerful payment
rule automator
Imburse empowers insurers to automate
payment rules for every customer, region,
and business use case with just four clicks.

Syncs with your CRM & ERP
systems

Enterprise-grade
support

We provide advanced reporting via
the ops portal, webhooks, and REST
API to keep your systems in sync.

We provide a flexible support model as
per the client’s needs. We offer three levels
of support through tailored SLAs.

Provides optimal insurance
collection & payout coverage

Leading industry
experts

Imburse provides the most optimal
and relevant payment coverage to
insurers across borders.

Our competency team helps
insurers make the most out
of the payments ecosystem.

Success story
Single integration
for better CX and ROI
Nagarro redesigned the insurance platform of a global
provider of insurance services and integrated it with the
Imburse ecosystem.
With just one integration, the company is now offering
new payment options to customers and abiding by
regulations. It is currently saving 6-digit figures by
avoiding multiple integrations and reducing maintenance
activities substantially.
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